interaction with Sox3. Using the yeast two hybrid system, we were also able to show that Sox3 could interact with Groucho directly.
Using cell fractionation, the interacting factors could again be seen to affect each others subcellular distribution. Sox3 and Groucho both appear in the chromatin fraction when co-expressed. The transcriptional activation activity of Sox3 was repressed after coexpressing with Groucho. Using deletions of sox3 we have mapped the groucho interaction domain in the c-terminus. Together, these data suggest that Sox3 could function not only as a transcriptional activator but also as a repressor through interacting with the corepressor Groucho. To test this possibility, we performed long-term clonal analysis during several HF cycles. Using an inducible genetic labelling system, we labelled specifically matrix stem cells and tested if they survive catagen and participate in the next HFs. Our protocol also permit establishing if they revert to multipotency.
It is generally believed that the pool of cells responsible for cyclic HF renewal is composed of multipotent precursors (Fuchs, 2007) . We will present recent results that suggest the existence of precursors in this pool that contribute to only one single layer (Legu etal., in prep.) . The next question is determining the origin of these restricted renewing cells.
A category of restricted renewing cells produce only outer root sheath (ORS). However, the ORS is also produced by multipotent precursors. To test whether these two categories contribute identically to the structure, we analysed their properties of colonisation during HF renewal. We found different contributions. We therefore propose that ORS cells originate from two distinct pools of progenitors.
Altogether the aim of these analyses is to determine the level of diversity and plasticity of the HF stem cells. 
